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W

e human beings invariably
go down the wrong path
after first convincing
ourselves that we are actually on the
right track. In that tradition, Andrew
Denton has recently made the not so
gentle suggestion that the killing of the
old and infirm be allowed, and that the
Church be silent on the issue. All of this
takes place under the umbrella of an
organisation with the beguiling name of
Go Gentle Australia. I know that the rule
of the elites is that whoever is first to cry
“Nazi” loses, but the Nazi euthanasia
programme was carried out by the
misnamed Charitable Transport Company.
Advocates of euthanasia would have us

believe that they are driven by compassion
and freedom – two most appealing
motives. They can be rubbery terms. Evil
can be disguised as good. In March 2005
Terri Schiavo was legally starved to death
in a Florida hospital, all in the name of
relieving the suffering of a brain-damaged
woman. What motivated those involved
in the decision, including her husband,
Michael? Convenience? Obtaining the
insurance money? Empathy? If our
hearts are deceitful and desperately
corrupt (Jer.17:9), it is quite possible
that outward compassion may reflect
something inwardly quite different.
The issue of freedom or autonomy also
looms large in the campaign for
euthanasia. Mr Denton, for example,
clearly had no wish for Christians to
have any say in the public square on the
matter. Nobody – not even God Himself
– is going to tell us what we can and

cannot do. In William Ernest Henley’s
rather embarrassing poem, Invictus,
there are the well-known lines: “I am
the master of my fate,/ I am the captain
of my soul.” It fails at most levels – in
its unrealistic Stoicism, its hard-nosed
paganism, and even its confronting
verse. How sobering to hear God’s
words to the rich fool: “You fool!
Tonight is your soul required of you”
(Luke 12:20). Euthanasia hardly proves
our autonomy; it reveals our lack of it.
Professor Theo Boer was originally a
supporter of assisted suicide in the
Netherlands, but in 2014 he was busy
warning the British House of Lords
that safeguards were becoming
increasingly meaningless: “Once the
genie is out of the bottle, it is not likely
ever to go back in again.” Unless the
Lord intervenes, sin works like that.
Peter Barnes
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Opening
Pandora’s Box
Why Christians must stand firm against euthanasia
Scott Rae talks to Peter Hastie

D

r Scott Rae is professor of
Christian Ethics and dean of
the faculty at Talbot
Theological Seminary at La Mirada,
California, USA. His primary interests
are medical ethics and business ethics,
dealing with the application of Christian
ethics to medicine and the marketplace.
He is regarded as a leading expert in the
United States in the field of bioethics
and has published many books in this
area, including the acclaimed text,
Moral Choices: An Introduction to Ethics.
Scott, Australian parliaments will
soon be debating the legalisation
of euthanasia. What does
euthanasia mean? Is it the same as
suicide or withdrawing life support?

The word “euthanasia” is made up from
two Greek words that mean “good
death”. However, we need to be careful
in the way we use the word. Sometimes
people use the word as an umbrella
term to refer to any of the removal of
life-support, or physician-assisted
suicide, or the intentional ending of a
person’s life in order to relieve pain and
suffering. However, there is a distinction
between each of these three actions.
The withdrawal of life-support in
hopeless situations has long been
accepted. Theologically, I think it’s

acceptable to say “enough” to medicine
from time to time, under very specific
conditions. In the USA “assisted suicide”
has been legalised in some jurisdictions.
So the first thing I would want to know
about the bills coming before
parliament is this: are they just for
assisted suicide, or are they for assisted
suicide and euthanasia? Assisted suicide
is where a physician prescribes,
procures, and instructs patients (and
probably supervises too) on how to take
life-ending medication themselves.
Euthanasia generally happens when the
patient is too sick or debilitated to do
that, and therefore the cause of death is
not due to the patient’s own hand, but
the intentional act of the physician who
intervenes.
So I think people need to know what’s
on the table for the debate. Generally,
euthanasia proponents go for assisted
suicide first, and then euthanasia at
some point later. In Europe, it is both
assisted suicide and euthanasia. In some
countries they are both loosely legal,
which means they are against the law,
but the law is not enforced.
Can you explain the various
circumstances in which
euthanasia would be
contemplated for people who are

“We’ve found that when people have access
to high quality pain management and can
dispense it to themselves, they actually
want to live.”

terminally ill and are experiencing
acute pain and suffering?
Well, again, you would have to check
the proposed laws to find out what is
going to be allowed. Most countries or
states maintain that you have to be
terminally ill with one of a dozen or so
clearly diagnosable illnesses – six months
or less to live, according to at least one
physician’s prognosis, and be competent
at the time to state your wishes, either
orally or in writing. Those seem to be
the minimum conditions.
Now, in some parts of Europe, they also
allow for children as young as 12 to
make these requests. They also allow it
for people who are unconscious, if they
have expressed it in writing beforehand,
or if the family members give consent.
In some places in Europe the family’s
consent is sufficient even though the
patient may or may not be conscious.
The difficult category is those who are
conscious but with no diagnosable,
terminal illness, but are headed down a
predictable track, with something like
Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s disease, or
some sort of severe dementia.
Why is this such a hot topic at
the moment?
I think euthanasia is a hot topic for two
main reasons. First, we believe that the
terminally ill should be treated with
mercy and compassion; we don’t want
others to to suffer needlessly. The
second one is what I call the argument
from autonomy. This argument says,
“people have the right to make the
most value-laden decisions about their
WINTER 2 01 7 3

lives without the state interfering”, and
the timing and manner of one’s death
certainly fits into that category.
However, there is another reason that
people are too scared to mention. It’s
the demographic and financial pressure
of the large numbers of people now
over 65, the “baby boomers”, whose
health care needs will have to be
supported by the taxes of a younger and
shrinking generation. How will our
health care systems manage? In most of
the industrialised countries of the West
we spend roughly half to 75% of our
total lifetime expenditures on health
care in the last 12 months of our lives.
Arguably, this is where it does the least
amount of good. And that’s the
demographic and financial pressure
that people, at least in Europe, are now
putting forward as to why assisted
suicide and euthanasia should be on the
table. What worries me about this
argument is that it provides an
intellectual foundation for moving
from a “right to die” to a “duty to die”.
The Nazis had a policy like this that
described the elderly, the terminally ill

and Jews as “useless eaters”. Kevin Yuill,
a British philosopher, has written a book,
Assisted Suicide: The Liberal-Humanist
Case against Legalisation, that warns us
against it. It is the best treatment of the
relation between demographic trends
and legalised assisted suicide that I have
seen. People, especially legislators,
should be aware of it.
What countries are practising
assisted suicide and/or
euthanasia at the moment, and
do you see any concerning trends
emerging in there?
In the USA there are five states:
Washington, Oregon, California,
Montana, and Vermont. I’m expecting
Florida, and perhaps Massachusetts,
will be joining them soon. Thirty five
states regard it as illegal. The US
Supreme Court handed down a
decision in the late ’90s that has left the
matter to the states.
What about Europe?
Europe is different. For instance, in
Oregon, where assisted suicide has been
around the longest in the USA,

legislators have been surprised by how
few people have taken advantage of the
law. I think the reason for this is that
access to palliative care and pain
management at the end of life in
Oregon are very good. We’ve found
that when people have access to high
quality pain management and can
dispense it to themselves, they actually
want to live. There are exceptions to
that, but for the most part, people no
longer argue for assisted suicide on the
ground of mercy. Modern medicine can
now deal with pain.
In the Netherlands, Belgium, and
Scandinavia assisted suicide has had a
longer tradition. For the Dutch, it has
been loosely legal since the early to
mid-1980s, where they had criteria
which, if they were met, exempted
physicians from prosecution. However,
euthanasia is done there more
frequently without the consent and
sometimes even without the knowledge
of the patient. The worrying data from
the Netherlands suggests that roughly
16 to 18% of all cases of euthanasia
take place without the explicit consent
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great YouTube videos but they don’t
nuance the discussion at all. A couple
of years ago in California a beautiful
young woman, Brittany Maynard,
suffered a brain tumour. She decided to
move to Oregon to take advantage of
their assisted suicide laws and became
the poster child for legalising assisted
suicide. Her case has had a lot to do
with propelling the movement forward
in California.
Scott Rae
or knowledge of the patient. However,
it is usually with the family’s consent.
In Europe they are further down the
road on legalising euthanasia as well as
assisted suicide. This even includes
authorising children to make their own
decisions, which includes young people
under the age of 18. I know it sounds
unbelievable, but in the Netherlands
children as young as 12 are able to
choose euthanasia for themselves. Until
we see the proposed legislation in
Australia it’s hard to know what will
happen, but if you follow the European
model you may not have the clear
distinctions that exist in the USA
between assisted suicide and euthanasia.
And that would be a concern.
What are the main reasons why
people feel so strongly in favour
of legalising euthanasia today?
Well, because it seems callous on the
surface not to allow it. A popular
argument in the US is, “we do this for
our animals without a second thought.
Aren’t human beings of more value and
more worthy as objects of compassion
than our animals?” So it is an argument
from the lesser to the greater. That has
quite a bit of traction, even though the
distinctions that are made are not often
taken into account.
Then there is this very strong view
about human autonomy, the
individual’s right to choose his or her
future. The idea is, “I make my own
rules about my body and neither the
government nor my neighbour has the
right to tell me what to do.” I think
those are the main drivers behind the
campaign. And there are some
heartbreaking stories in the news that
drive this movement! They make for

Who are the main groups today
opposed to assisted suicide and
euthanasia?
They are mainly religious groups
around the world. The Catholic
Church, conservative Protestants and
medical groups like associations of
hospice physicians and nurses who are
not necessarily saying it is immoral, but
they are claiming it’s unnecessary. I
think the hospice industry feels a bit
threatened by legalising assisted suicide.
I’m not sure they feel threatened
because they are going to go out of
business, but they do believe their
resources are under-utilised, and this
just adds to it.
What is the basis for developing a
proper theological response to
the claims of euthanasia
advocates, and how should
Christians mount a case against
the practice?
There is a two-pronged approach to a
theological response. One is, I think, to
recognise that a proper theology of
death and dying recognises that earthly
life is not the ultimate good. It is the
penultimate good. Augustine was right
when he said our highest good is our
eternal fellowship with God. And death
– this would be the fundamental
theological principle, I think – death is
a conquered enemy. It is an enemy, but
it is a normal, natural part of life
because of the universality and
pervasiveness of sin. However, it has
also been conquered by the death and
resurrection of Jesus. Therefore, it need
not always be resisted.

This means that under the right
circumstances it’s okay to say “stop” to
medicine, and stop treatments. Which
is essentially letting disease take its
natural course. If the prognosis is very
poor and further treatments are futile
and harmful to the patient, and if the
patient knowingly accepts that, then I
think it is acceptable to say “enough” to
medicine. I would not want to identify
the sanctity of life with what has
become known as “vitalism”. Vitalism is
the view that we are obligated to keep
everybody alive at all times and at all
costs. That view, I think, actually makes
an idol out of earthly life.
Most often, it’s the families making
these decisions for their loved ones who
are vitalists, not the patients themselves.
The crucial issue here is the cause of
death. If the underlying disease
condition is the cause of death, then
that allows someone to die, and there is
nothing intrinsically morally wrong
with allowing someone to die, under
the right conditions. Obviously, if you
have a serious accident but are healthy,
then intervention and care is required.
But if you are dying of terminal cancer
and only have a week or two to live and
your heart stops, then I think it is not
wrong to say, “Enough!”
With assisted suicide I think there is
another fundamental, biblical principle
at stake, and that is the application of
the sixth commandment, “Thou shalt
not kill”. The Bible is pretty clear that
that refers both to murder and to
suicide. In my view, we ought to call
this what it is. It is suicide and wrong.
What is your greatest concern
about jurisdictions that have
allowed euthanasia?
My greatest concern is that what begins
as “the right to die” will slowly and
imperceptibly morph into “the duty to
die”. I think this is a huge danger.
Why do you think people will be
more vulnerable under assisted
suicide or euthanasia legislation?

“What begins as ‘the right to die’ will slowly
and imperceptibly morph into ‘the duty to
die’. I think this is a huge danger.”
WINTER 2 01 7 5

It doesn’t matter how you frame the
law, it’s almost impossible to avoid the
inevitable slide down the slope from
voluntary to non-voluntary assisted
suicide and euthanasia. Why? Because
most of the conversations where people
are persuaded to sign a declaration for
assisted suicide or euthanasia occur out
of public view. And everyone that I am
aware of says that the request for
assisted suicide needs to be fully
voluntary.
How can you prove that an elderly
relative has signed the request freely?
Further, no-one is ever going to know if
another relative is in cahoots with their
physician, or their hospice carer.
How do we respond to the claim
that euthanasia is important for
pain relief?
Physicians can deal with about 99.9%
of pain. Euthanasia is not the answer to
giving pain relief. In the US we say
that’s burning down the barn to roast
the pig. The only people who advance
this argument these days are public
relations firms for the euthanasia push.
Any hospice physician can debunk it.
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How does the introduction of
euthanasia to a society change
the doctor-patient relationship,
and what kind of issues is it
dealing with here?
That is a really good question. Many
physicians don’t want it legalised
because it strikes at the very heart of
their fiduciary obligation to their
patients. The doctor-patient
relationship is one of absolute trust
where physicians put their patients’
best interests before their own. In my
view, when doctors have a licence to
end the lives of their patients, it
undermines the trust between doctor
and patient. People will say that it
doesn’t, but it does.
I was speaking to a medical conference
a while ago, and a physician said, “If
the patient tells me to keep going, but
the family member tells me to stop, I
am going to stop because the patient is
going to die and the family member is
still going to be around to sue me.” I
immediately said, ‘I am so glad you’re
not my physician, because now I know
I couldn’t trust you.” And we were only
talking about stopping treatment. We

hadn’t even broached euthanasia and
assisted suicide at that point.
I think we are kidding ourselves if we
think we can legalise assisted suicide and
euthanasia without affecting the way
that medicine is practised. And don’t
forget, health insurance companies may
well have a financial incentive to see
people end their lives sooner rather than
later. As one of my colleagues said to me,
“There is nothing cheaper than dead”.
How should pastors best prepare
people for dying today?
Talk about it. Stop pretending that we
are going to live forever. Teach people a
theology of death and dying, and remind
them that death is a conquered enemy
and need not always be resisted.
Pastors should also visit the sick and
dying regularly. The number of pastors
who say they don’t visit hospitals
troubles me. I want to know, “Why
not?” There are few more teachable
moments for both patients and families
than the end of life. You can’t pastor
people through Facebook.
Peter Hastie is the principal of the
Presbyterian Theological College of Victoria
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The arguments
against euthanasia
have not weakened
over the years.

A bad move
A

t the moment a number of our
Parliaments are considering draft
legislation seeking to legalise
some form of euthanasia or assisted
dying. The Victorian government has
said it will introduce a bill in the second
half of 2017 and in NSW a working
group of MPs from a number of parties
is also planning to introduce a bill in
2017. South Australia has just had a bill
defeated. So here we are talking about
euthanasia and assisted suicide – again.
Are these laws being introduced because
better arguments for euthanasia have
been found since similar bills were
introduced and defeated in the past two
decades in the wake of the overturning
of the Northern Territory assisted dying
law in 1997? No – the arguments
against euthanasia remain the same and
just as cogent.
Euthanasia and assisted suicide are still
unsafe. It remains bad for medicine to
teach that killing is caring, to direct effort
away from relieving pain and suffering
to the destruction of the sufferer. Pain
and suffering are distinct, and the
experience of suffering is complex,
influenced by a large number of psychosocial and spiritual factors which need
time and thoughtfulness in addressing,
especially in the last days of life.
It remains bad to erode the absolute
protection of a human life that our law

currently affords to adults. We will
come to a situation where what a judge
cannot do in a public process – enact a
death sentence – two doctors, in a
largely private process, will be able to
do. Despite assurances, it will be hard
to quarantine the medical taking of life
to the willing.
A physician becomes involved because
he or she has made a judgment,
concurring with the patient’s judgment,
that a life is no longer worth living. If a
life can be taken because it is no longer
worth living when that patient is still
able to articulate wishes and desires, why
not take a life when it is all the more
demonstrable that life is not worth living
because of the inability to articulate
wishes and desires? This is often the case
in later stage dementia. This is not a
slippery slope – it is a logical
entailment, a real danger in a health care
system always struggling for resources.
Safeguards are proposed, but in
Belgium euthanasia can now
encompass children and those with
psychiatric disorders. For example,
according the ABC website, the
Victorian committee proposes that
• Only adults of sound mind in the final
weeks or months of life, who were
suffering from a serious and incurable
condition, would be given the right
to choose when and how they die.

“At the moment it is the strong who are
seeking this right for themselves but it will
be the weak – the lonely and the isolated –
who will be vulnerable.”

Neil Chambers

• The request would have to come
from the patients themselves, be
repeated three times – including a
formal written request – and be
approved by two independent doctors,
who would be legally protected.
• Doctors would prescribe a lethal
drug that would be taken by a
patient, and a review board would
ensure doctors were complying with
their requirements.
But these safeguards can be changed by
Parliament at any time. And why
would a doctor, for example, who is
already willing to disobey the law in the
name of dying with dignity now
become law-abiding simply because the
law has changed? These safeguards will
not restrain those who feel free to break
the law, but the permission given for
killing will make it harder to detect and
prosecute the unlawful taking of life.
Those of us who have watched the
development of IVF from a time when
we were assured that it would only be
to assist childless married couples using
their own sperm and eggs to the present
situation with single women
undergoing IVF and the use of
surrogates – or who, in Victoria, have
seen abortion law widened to allow the
taking of the life of the unborn for any
reason up to 40 weeks – place little
value on the assurances that this
permission to kill or assist others in
taking their life will not be widened to
include more and more people in an
increasing range of circumstances.
At the moment it is the strong who are
seeking this right for themselves but it
WINTER 2 01 7 7

“The push for euthanasia and assisted
suicide is yet another example of the truth
of Romans 1:18-32, of God giving our
society up to folly.”

will be the weak – the lonely and the
isolated – who will be vulnerable, who
will find it difficult to withstand the
pressure, explicit or implicit, to relieve
others of the burden of their existence.
The end of life is already emotionally
fraught without this further
complication.

to provide dignity to people who wish to
pass peacefully and on their own terms”.

Legalising euthanasia and assisted
suicide will be bad for medicine, bad
for the law, bad for the weak and in
removing the absolute prohibition on
the taking of human life will be, over
time, bad for society, reinforcing the
view that the only value a life has is the
value we place upon it. History (as
recently as 1939-45) has shown that it
does not take much for some societies
to decide some human lives are of less
value, and act accordingly.
So why the persistence of the advocates
of euthanasia and assisted suicide,
despite good arguments against eroding
in any way the absolute prohibition on
taking human life (outside the womb)?
It is not because care of the dying has
become any worse in our society in the
last decades. While a small number do
struggle, on the whole, care for the
dying and our knowledge of pain relief
has improved.
So why the insistence on the need for a
change? According to the NSW
parliamentary working group “the
fundamental principle behind the call for
legislating to allow for assisted dying is
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It is framed as a dignity issue, measured
in terms of retaining control – “on their
own terms”. As Philip Nitschke
famously said, it is a freedom about
people’s right to choose how and when
they die. The irony is that this is a right
that extinguishes all other rights, an
assertion of control that testifies to a
lack of control, and a quest for dignity
in being autonomous that denies the
dignity that all humans have by being
made in God’s image.
Yet the proponents of euthanasia are
convinced that their argument
resonates with what our society values –
the right of individuals to do what they
want with their own lives – and so
persevere despite the risks. These
commitments to our own absolute
autonomy over our lives, and to our
own goodness, are often coupled with a
sense of having lost any sense of a
transcendent purpose to our lives.
The push for euthanasia and assisted
suicide is yet another example of the
truth of Romans 1:18-32, of God
giving our society up to folly, up to the
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consequences of our determined
idolatry of self. That is where our
response must also start. We can repeat
good arguments as to why this will be
an unsafe change for our society. But
the real issue is the underlying one –
our society’s rejection of our Creator in
favour of embracing the devil’s lie that,
being like God in knowing good and
evil, we can be God, accountable only
to ourselves for our lives.
So when discussing this with others,
remind them that dying with hope is so
much better than a control that can
only be expressed in the destruction of
life, that entrusting our souls to a
faithful Creator, even in pain, is a surer
pathway to peace than the anxious quest
for self-rule to the end, and call them to
the repentance and faith in Jesus that
will give them eternal life in the face of
the inevitable death of this life.
For more details, see the Christian
Medical and Dental Fellowship’s
A Response to Euthanasia in Australia.
http://www.cmdfa.org.au/Resources/
ethics
Neil Chambers is minister of Bundoora
Presbyterian Church, Melbourne.
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Bondage
of the will
Derek Yu

E

very now and then, the topic of
free will seems to creep into
Bible studies – to what extent
does our free will contribute to
salvation? When discussed in Bible
study, it may not seem as though it has
profound implications, but for Luther
this debate was at the heart of the
Reformation. Five hundred years ago –
in 1524-1525 to be precise – a debate
arose on this very subject between
Martin Luther and a Roman Catholic
scholar named Erasmus.

Erasmus represented the high point of
Renaissance humanism, a movement
optimistic about humanity and its
capabilities. While Erasmus was vocal
about moral reform in the Roman
Catholic Church, he always sought to
maintain a safe distance from the
Luther affair. However, his status as a
world-renowned Catholic scholar meant
that pressure was mounting from all
sides for him to lay his cards on the
table. Erasmus eventually conceded
and, in 1524, decided to write against
Luther on what he thought was a rather
indifferent topic – that of free will.
In his Freedom of the Will, Erasmus
defines free will as “a power of the
human will by which a man can apply
himself to the things which lead to
eternal salvation, or turn away from
them” – a definition not uncommon in
churches today.
According to Erasmus, “man possesses

The debate on which the
Reformation turned

the capacity and ability to choose whether
or not he will accept God's grace”. He
viewed God’s grace as the chief cause of
salvation, and humanity’s free will as the
secondary source. Erasmus considered
free will to be a non-essential doctrine;
he was happy to call himself a sceptic in
that regard. He used scriptural passages
that exhorted God’s people to repent
and live holy lives as implying freedom
of choice. It was claimed that the
rejection of free will would lead to
moral decay in society, with people not
taking responsibility for their actions.
Erasmus also appealed to church fathers
in support for the freedom of the human
will, asking “how can it be believed that
for more than 1300 years the Spirit
would have concealed the error in His
church?”
Luther responded in 1525 by publishing
Bondage of the Will. He regarded Erasmus’
writing as “so impious, blasphemous, and
sacrilegious, that its like is not anywhere
to be found”. Nevertheless Luther
thanked Erasmus, stating “you, and you
alone, saw what was the grand hinge
upon which the whole turned, and
therefore you attacked the vital part at
once; for which, from my heart, I thank
you”.
In other words, the debate around free
will is at the heart of the Reformation
because it answers how one is made
right with God. Luther’s book allowed
him to explain to his opponents with

“Luther regarded Erasmus’ writing as ‘so
impious, blasphemous, and sacrilegious,
that its like is not anywhere to be found’.”

clarity what it meant to be justified by
grace alone through faith alone in
Christ alone, given man’s inability to
save himself.
Bondage of the Will affirms the clarity of
Scripture, the sufficiency of Scripture,
and the authority of Scripture. Luther
questions Erasmus as to why it isn’t
enough to submit his opinions to the
Scriptures, without needing to submit
them to the decrees of the church also.
While Luther admits that there may be
some things that are unclear in
Scripture, he states that to claim this
for the doctrine of election is “absurd
and impious”. Moreover, the obscurity
does not arise from Scripture itself, but
from people’s own “blindness or want
of understanding” who do not see “the
all-perfect clearness of the truth”. Luther
asserts that the greatest of all mysteries
has been brought to light in Scripture,
namely, God as Trinity and the
incarnation of Christ. A study of
salvation must be undertaken in the
light of Christ.
Luther attacks Erasmus’s view that free
will is not an “essential” doctrine to be
asserted. To Luther, “not to delight in
assertions, is not the character of the
Christian mind: nay, he must delight in
assertions, or he is not a Christian”. To
charge people not to be “curious about
what they can do and what they cannot
do, in obtaining eternal salvation”,
according to Luther, is “the sin
unpardonable”. Here, we are reminded
of the importance of understanding
doctrine, especially the nature of our
salvation.
Erasmus is rebuked for failing to
WINTER 2 01 7 9

demonstrate where humanity’s power to
exercise free will comes from. Here,
Luther affirms the doctrine of total
depravity; that man is unable to
respond rightly toward God because of
sin (Romans 3:10-12). Free will,
“without the grace of God is,
absolutely, not free; but, immutably,
the servant and bond-slave of evil;
because it cannot turn itself unto
good”. The will “is a captive slave, and
servant, either to the will of God, or to
the will of Satan”. Original sin
inherited through Adam means that
“we all lie under the same sin and
damnation of the one man Adam”.
This prevents any power in free will,
but allows only “that of sinning and
going on unto damnation”. Left to our
own devices, no one would seek God.
The question of whether we play any
part in our salvation has significant
implications for the doctrine of
justification and how one is put right
with God. In essence, Luther was
arguing against the belief that people
could do anything to merit their
salvation. If people could contribute
even their will, that would mean that

“The question of whether we play any part in
our salvation has significant implications for
the doctrine of justification.”
God did not justify people freely,
diminishing the grace of God.

salvation, but that justification is in
Christ alone.

Luther interprets the understanding of
free will through Christ. He states that
“If we believe that Christ redeemed
men by His blood, we are compelled to
confess that the whole man was lost:
otherwise, we shall make Christ
superfluous, or a Redeemer of the
grossest part of man only — which is
blasphemy and sacrilege!” To claim that
humanity possesses free will is to
diminish the work of Christ.

And there you have it. At the heart of
the Reformation was the debate about
free will. If free will were a possibility
for you, would you want it? Would you
trust your will to respond rightly to
God all the time? If we believe that we
can contribute anything to our own
salvation, we’ve lost sight of salvation
by grace alone through faith alone in
Christ alone. As the apostle Paul so
clearly states, “It is by grace you have
been saved through faith. And this is
not your own doing; it is the gift of
God, not a result of works, so that no
one may boast” (Eph. 2:8-9). Next time
the debate about free will and God’s
sovereignty arises in conversation, ask
yourself: What is at stake?

Luther concludes Bondage of the Will by
stating that even if free will were a
possibility, he wouldn’t want it because
he “could not stand and hold it fast”,
nor would his conscience “ever come to
a settled certainty, as to how much it
ought to do in order to satisfy God”.
This echoes Luther’s conversion
experience and his realisation that no
number of good works could merit

Derek Yu is the minister of St Andrew’s
Presbyterian Church, Temora, NSW.
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World news
Muslim murderers freed
Pakistan’s vicious discrimination against
religious minorities has been
demonstrated again as two of the biggest
religious riots have finally had their day
in court. More than 100 Muslims were
acquitted for rampaging through one of
Lahore’s Christian communities in
2013. Then 42 Christians were
sentenced by the same anti-terrorism
court for rioting after two churches in
Pakistan’s largest Christian
neighbourhood were bombed in 2015.
The 42 Christians were roughly half of
those accused of murder and terrorism
after two Muslim men suspected of
bombing Sunday services in Youhanabad
were killed. Left unpunished were the
approximately 112 Muslims who were

arrested for ransacking, looting, and
setting fire to more than 100 homes in
Joseph Colony in 2013. The court
found them innocent despite
eyewitnesses and videos of the attack,
according to World Watch Monitor.
The two cases from Lahore, the secondlargest city in Pakistan, stood in stark
contrast to the promise of Pakistan’s
prime minister in January that the
country will soon “better the lives of
minority groups”.
World Watch Monitor
Keller honour withdrawn
Princeton Theological Seminary has
rescinded its decision to award Tim
Keller, the popular Reformed preacher
and author, its annual award in

Reformed theology and public witness.
The withdrawal followed an outcry over
the Presbyterian Church of America
(PCA) pastor’s conservative positions.
Princeton president Craig Barnes said
because the PCA conflicts with the
seminary’s denomination, the
Presbyterian Church (USA), on women
and LGBT clergy, leaders agreed not to
award Keller the prize and thus affirm
his differing stance.
However, the school has still scheduled
the Redeemer Presbyterian pastor to
speak on mission at an annual
conference hosted by its Kuyper Centre
for Public Theology in April.
Christianity Today
Evangelicals reject cuts
The leaders of America’s top evangelical
aid groups and denominations have
urged Congress to reject proposed cuts
to foreign aid in a letter signed by more
than 100 prominent Christians,
including two of the six clergy who
prayed at President Donald Trump’s
inauguration.
National Hispanic Christian Leadership
Conference president Samuel
Rodriguez and Cardinal Timothy
Dolan joined the many leaders on the
list, which includes InterVarsity
Christian Fellowship’s Tom Lin and
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Alec Hill and the presidents of Fuller,
Gordon-Conwell, Denver, and
Princeton seminaries.
The Trump administration released its
budget blueprint in mid-March,
outlining the anticipated cutbacks to
international aid programs. The plan
reduces the State Department and US
Agency for International Development
(USAID) budget by 28%.
India fails on freedom
India fails to comply with international
standards on freedom of religion, leading
to the discrimination and persecution
of religious minorities, according to a new
report by the United States Commission
on International Religious Freedom.
The report, Constitutional and Legal
Challenges Faced by Religious Minorities
in India said that, although the country’s
Constitution guarantees equal rights to
religious minorities, the government fails
to comply with international standards.
It also enumerates India’s failure to
ensure the rights of Dalit people, those
from socially and economically poor
castes once considered untouchables.

tribes, mostly Buddhist, who have lived
there for centuries, but have long been
socially and economically neglected by
the government.

“Religious minority communities and
Dalits, both have faced discrimination
and persecution due to a combination
of overly broad or ill-defined laws, an
inefficient criminal justice system, and
a lack of jurisprudential consistency,”
the report said.

UCA
Call to unite

UCA

Catholics and Protestants need to unite
if Christians are to resist a rise in
intolerance and radicalism in Indonesia,
church leaders have said.

Alarm at forced conversions
A Catholic priest and a human rights
activist have expressed alarm over the
forced religious conversion of
indigenous children by Islamic
extremists in a tribal area of Bangladesh.

Growing incidents of hate speech and
opposition by Muslim hardliners to the
building of places of worship as well as
the blasphemy case against Jakarta’s
Christian governor Basuki Tjahaja
Purnama have alarmed minority groups,
including Christians. Many believe the
governor, popularly known as Ahok, is
being targeted by hardliners because
they don’t want a Christian running the
Muslim-majority nation’s capital.

Islamic hardliners have been allegedly
running a trafficking ring that targets
poor Christian, Buddhist and Hindu
families, offering a better education and
lifestyle to families, but then forcibly
converting the children in madrassas
(Islamic seminaries) without the
knowledge of their parents, according
to Bangladesh police.

To fight intolerance Catholics and
Protestants must heal wounds caused
by the Reformation, according to
Reverend Markus Priyono of the Bethel
Tabernacle. “Reconciliation is needed to

The Chittagong Hill Tracts bordering
India and Myanmar is the only
mountainous region of Bangladesh and
is home to more than 12 indigenous
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heal these wounds,” he told more than
700 Christians at a gathering to mark
the Week of Prayer of Christian Unity.
UCA
Resign, Philippines bishops told
Philippines president Rodrigo Duterte
has challenged all the country’s
Catholic bishops, in a foul-mouthed
tirade, to quit over alleged corruption
and sexual abuse issues.
“I challenge all the bishops.... Let’s resign
tomorrow, all together, okay? Resign. I
will do it first. I will deliver my letter of
resignation, you wait,” said Duterte.
Statements from several bishops
criticising killings linked to Duterte’s
anti-narcotics war apparently irked the
president.
UCA
Boy jailed for Facebook ‘like’
A Pakistani Christian boy accused of
blasphemy for “liking” and “sharing” a
Facebook post which “defamed and
disrespected” the Kaaba in Mecca – the
building at the centre of Islam’s most
sacred mosque – has been refused bail.

Lawyers for Nabeel Masih, 16, argued
that he should be granted bail as he has
no prior convictions and is still a
juvenile. However, a magistrate’s court
in Kasur, 50 kilometres south of
Lahore, rejected the application.

is innocent. We tried explaining this to
the police but they still arrested us and
they beat my elderly father and I, trying
to force a confession.”
He said the handwriting in the letters
was not his father’s and that he would
never cause such an offence as he knew
it would endanger his family. Rather,
the accusation was probably by people
trying to get their hand on the family
property, he said.

In October, the lawyers reported being
intimidated by the complainant’s
supporters as they made their Appeal
Court appearance. They said about 80
people at the hearing threatened
Masih’s family.

UCA

World Watch Monitor

Chinese Christians desert

Another blasphemy charge

A large number of Chinese students
who converted to Christianity while
studying abroad are leaving their faith
after returning to China because of the
difficulty in adjusting to their home
country’s religious environment.

Police in Pakistan have detained a 70year-old Christian man on blasphemy
charges for allegedly writing letters
containing derogatory comments about
the Prophet Mohammed and the
Quran. Mukhtar Masih and his entire
family were arrested in Punjab
province, according to a report by the
Christians in Pakistan website.
Local villagers accused him of writing
the letters, which were received by the
local imam. But his son said: “These
charges are completely false; my father

The number of Chinese students who
have studied in English-speaking
countries has been increasing since
2010, and tens of thousands have
embraced the Christian faith while
living abroad, the Christian Daily
website reports.
However, missionary staff who have
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worked with them in the United States
say around 80% of these converts
gradually stop attending church services
after going back to China.
China Aid recently released a summary
of religious persecutions in China last
year. According to the report, 2016
ushered in major changes in the country’s
religious environment after President Xi
Jinping ordered religions to comply
with the government’s agenda.
UCA
Muslims attack church
A pastor in eastern Uganda and eight
other Christians are missing after a
Muslim mob attacked a church prayer
meeting, locked the congregation in,
beat several members and raped 15
women, sources said.
About 90 Muslims broke into the
evening prayer meeting of Katira
Church of Uganda, in Katira village,
Budaka District, and beat them with
clubs and sticks. Previously Muslims
had only thrown stones at the roof of
the church building to disrupt church
services of the 500-member
congregation, villagers said.
The assailants locked about half of
those in attendance inside the building,
beat the men and tied them up while
they raped women, said a church elder
stationed outside the building who
escaped. About 50 men and 30 women

had attended the prayer meeting, and
most of those locked inside were
women, sources said.
Morning Star News
China expels Koreans
China has expelled dozens of South
Korean Christian missionaries
following a series of police raids on
church groups. According to a recent
report from Asianews, authorities
arrested four missionaries and deported
at least 32 as part of an ongoing
crackdown against Christian
evangelising. The missionaries had been
working in the north-east Yanji region
of the country, providing assistance to
fugitives fleeing North Korea.
Dozens of South Korean Christian
missionaries had traveled to China in
past months and, along with preaching
the Christian gospel, they sought to
help defectors navigate the perilous
journey across the Yalu River, which
separates China and North Korea.
UCA
Algerian Christian jailed
An Algerian Christian has been
sentenced to a year in prison for a post
he made on Facebook. The court in
Bouira (100 kilometres east of Algiers)
found Samir Chamek, 34, guilty of
insulting Islam and its prophet over
items he posted on his Facebook page.

The sentencing follows a year-long legal
battle. In December 2015, cyber-crime
officers of the Bouira Judicial Police
saw pictures and comments on
Chamek’s Facebook page; they said the
posts were “accusing the prophet
Muhammad of terrorism and murder
and comparing the prophet to Hitler,
mentioning the persecution and
massacre of the Jews”.
Chamek was detained by police on 6
December 2015, but then released after
nearly five hours of interrogation.
World Watch Monitor
Christians flee
A flare-up of violence in Bangui, the
capital of the Central African Republic
(CAR), on 7 February left a pastor dead
and his church demolished. According
to the UN, at least three people were
killed and 26 injured, including
civilians and combatants.
Meanwhile, various outbreaks of
infighting between Muslim factions has
caused thousands of Christians to flee
their homes in the north of the country.
Pastor Jean-Paul Sankagui of the Eglise
du Christ en Centrafrique was killed by
supporters of local militia leader
Youssouf Sy (also called the “Big-man”)
at his home in the restive PK5
neighbourhood, following a military
operation there by the CAR army and
UN peacekeeping forces.
World Watch Monitor
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Perseverance
revisited
A vital passage in Hebrews may have long
been misunderstood
Ross Carruthers

O

ne of the stronger passages
supporting the Reformed
doctrine of the perseverance
of the saints is Hebrews 6:13-20, which
stresses the unchangeable nature of
God’s purpose of salvation for His
people, confirmed by God’s oath.
Ironically, those who deny this doctrine
often rely heavily on a nearby passage,
Hebrews 5:11-6:8 (especially 6:4-6),
and assert that according to these verses
a person may even have shared in the
Holy Spirit, and yet fall away.
Thus, Hebrews 5:11-6:8 has long been
a central battleground on this point.
Both sides of the debate invariably
assume, however, that the passage
describes the apostasy of Christians (the
Reformed saying those who fall away
are pseudo-Christians; Arminians
saying they may be real Christians).

But there is another, neglected, view,
namely, that the critical passage in 6:46 describes, not the apostasy of
Christians at all, but the apostasy of
Israel that culminated in the crucifixion
of the Son of God. To understand this
view, we first have to address an
unavoidable question of translation.
The critical words in 6:6 are often
translated, “since they crucify again…

the Son of God”. The idea of crucifying
“again” leads naturally to the idea of the
apostasy of (pseudo-) Christians. This
traditional English translation goes
back to Tyndale and Wycliffe.
But there is a very strong argument that
this should be translated as “crucify
(up)”, not “crucify again”. After all, no
one in the ancient world was ever
crucified twice. It is most unlikely there
would have been a word in the
vocabulary for “crucify again” since
there would simply have been no
occasion to use it. The Greek word
used here is actually an intensive form
of the normal word for “crucify”,
intensified by adding the prefix “up” at
the beginning (the same prefix can
mean “again” in other contexts, which
is where the confusion arises). We are
familiar with something like this when
we hear the wedding toast, “Be
upstanding…” So here the idea is
“(up)crucify”, not “crucify again”.
If this is right, then this verse is
describing the actual crucifixion of the
Lord. The writer’s use of the intensive
form “(up)crucify” fits with what
follows, “and put Him to an open
shame”. The Lord was publicly shamed
by being put up on a cross.

“Hebrews 6:6 must therefore describe the
apostasy of Israel that culminated in the
crucifixion.”

If 6:6 speaks of the actual crucifixion,
then it is not describing the apostasy of
Christians at all (whether false or real
Christians).
Hebrews 6:6 must therefore describe
the apostasy of Israel that culminated in
the crucifixion. This would certainly fit
the overall argument of the book,
which is intended to ensure that the
readers do not revert to Judaism. Let’s
try briefly re-reading the whole passage
with this approach in mind.
In 5:9-10, the writer establishes that
Christ is a Priest after the order of
Melchizedek, but it would be hard for
his readers to absorb this point if they
are stuck in Levitical rites. So he has to
pause, and go back to basics to explain
that the Old Testament was just the
beginning of God’s revelation. Here we
encounter another translation issue. In
5:12 many translations say “…you
need someone to teach you again the
first principles of the oracles of God”.
But there is strong textual evidence
supporting the translation “you have
need that one teach you again which be
the first principles of the oracles of
God…” (cf. KJV, Darby).
In other words, they do not need to
learn the first principles; they already
know them. They need to understand
what are (“which be” in older English)
the elementary principles – i.e., that the
Old Testament is just the elementary
revelation. As Calvin put it in his
WINTER 2017 15

Institutes, Old Testament revelation is
to be characterised as the stage of
childhood in the history of revelation,
which made necessary the
accommodation of revelation to an
elementary understanding.
Turning to 6:1, what is the “the word of
the beginning of the Christ” (literally
translated)? Some see this as basic
Christian teaching. But the first
principles of teaching concerning the
Christ could equally (indeed better in
this context) be seen as the Old
Testament teaching about Him. The
Old Testament is where we find the
initial teaching concerning the Christ.
This fits well with the rest of verses 1-2,
where the six listed doctrines do not
sound at all like the leading six New
Testament doctrines but more like Old
Testament teachings. The “dead works”
are those works that had a provisional
deadness under the Levitical system (cf.
9:14). The plural word for “baptisms”
is the same word used for multiple Old
Testament “washings” in 9:10. The
laying on of hands is a central Old
Testament teaching (e.g., repeatedly in
Leviticus 1-4 the priest lays hands on the
sacrifice). More could be said about this,
but it is more than feasible to see the six
foundational doctrines here as Old
Testament teaching. This is what is left
behind.

“In the wilderness, Israel experienced the
powers of a coming age, namely, the age
that was to come, and has come, in Christ.”
Hebrews 6:1 is usually translated as
“Therefore leaving [or, let us leave] the
elementary doctrine…” But the more
natural translation is, “Therefore,
having left behind…” This fits better
with the idea that the readers had left
behind Judaism, and were now
encouraged to persevere in the
fulfillment found in Christ.
We turn then to the critical words in
6:4-5. If the argument above is correct,
by now in the text you might almost
expect some reference to be made to the
actual experience of Israel (as we see also
in other warning passages in Hebrews).
And the language here certainly fits
that. Israel was literally enlightened in
the Exodus/wilderness experience. They
tasted of the manna – the heavenly gift.
God gave His Holy Spirit to dwell
among them corporately (“shared” has
quite a wide range of meaning, even
sometimes carrying the idea of
companionship; cf. the related word
“companions” in 1:9. See especially
Isaiah 63:10-11; Acts 7:51). Israel
tasted the good word of God. And in
the wilderness, Israel experienced the
powers of a coming age, namely, the

age that was to come, and has come, in
Christ. The power of Christ displayed
in the gospels intruded, as it were, back
into the wilderness period.
Read in this way, Hebrews 6:4-6 is not
describing Christian apostasy at all. It is
not even describing Christian apostasy
using Old Testament
allusions/expressions. Rather, it
describes the actual failure of the Old
Testament theocracy that culminated in
the actual crucifixion of the Son of God
up on a cross, putting Him to an open
shame, despite all Israel’s actual blessings
epitomised in the wilderness period.
Thus Old Testament religion cannot be
restored. The failure and end of the Old
Testament theocracy means that the
readers must not go back to Judaism, no
matter what pressures they are under.
The writer proceeds in 6:7-8 to warn of
judgment coming on the land (this is
likely written before 70AD). And
having dealt with the readers’ erroneous
tendency to return to Levitical rites, the
writer can now return to the topic of
Christ’s priesthood after the order of
Melchizedek in 6:20ff.

Keynote Speaker Pastor Barry York

On this interpretation, the passage
provides no argument against the
Reformed view. But why do we not
find this interpretation in the
commentaries? Certainly, traditional
English translations obscure the passage
at various points. If the critical words in
6:4 are incorrectly translated “crucify
again” then naturally that will influence
the way both interpreters and translators
approach the passage. Moreover, an
outstanding article in 1976 by Noel
Weeks which first outlined this view
has either been misunderstood by
subsequent writers who have referred to
it, or passed over entirely.

Professor of Pastoral Theology RPTS, Pittsburg, PA, USA

Ross Carruthers is a Sydney lawyer.
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Amazing
Grace
The wondrous truth that shaped
John Newton and his legacy Marylynn Rouse

“

I

hardly feel any stronger proof of
remaining depravity than in my
having so faint a sense of the
Amazing Grace that snatched me from
ruin.” So wrote John Newton in 1776
to John Thornton, a Governor of the
Bank of England. If Newton’s sense of
the Lord’s Amazing Grace to him was
“so faint”, how might the rest of us fare?
From the outset of his Christian life,
Newton had been conscious that “free,
unsought grace has alone made a
difference”. His diary teems with
references to that grace: “Blessed be
God for grace, free grace, enlightening,
strengthening, sanctifying, pardoning
and evidencing grace.”

On the last night of 1772, Newton
reflected on the period of almost two
decades since he had first begun writing
in his diary: “How many scenes have I
passed through in the time. By what a
way has the Lord led me. What wonders
has He shown me! … O Lord accept
my praise for all that is past, enable me
to trust Thee for all that’s to come –
and give a blessing to all who may read
these records of Thy goodness, and my
own vileness. Amen and Amen.”
It had long been his habit to do annual
stock-taking at the transition of the old
year into the new. He compared this to
climbing a hill: when you reach the
summit, you can look back on the path
that brought you there, consider your
present position, and then look forward
to where you are going.
Having looked back in gratitude and
repentance, and committed the present
to the Lord in trust and faith, Newton
began the following morning – Friday,

1 January, 1773 – by looking forward
to the future “Upon Him as an Allsufficient Saviour and upon His Word
of promise I build my hope, believing
that He will not suffer me to be put to
shame. My exercise of grace is faint, my
consolations small, my heart is full of
evil, my chief sensible burdens are a
wild ungoverned imagination, and a
strange, sinful backwardness to reading
the Scriptures, and to secret prayer.
These have been my complaints for
many years, and I have no less cause of
complaint than formerly. But my eye and
my heart is to Jesus. His I am, Him I
desire to serve, to Him I this day would
devote and surrender myself anew.
“O Lord, accept, support, protect,
teach, comfort and bless me. Be Thou
my Arm, my Eye, my Joy and my
Salvation. Mortify the power of sin, and
increase the image of Thy holiness in
my heart. Anoint me with fresh oil,
make me humble, faithful, diligent and
obedient. Let me in all things attend to
Thy Word as my rule, to Thy glory as
my end, and depend upon Thy power
and promise for safety and success.
“I am now in the 49th year of my age,
and may expect in the course of a few
years at most to go whence I shall no
more return, nor have I a certainty of
continuing here a single year or even a
month or a day. May Thy grace keep
me always waiting till my appointed
change shall come, and when the
summons shall come may I be enabled
to rejoice in Thee, as the strength of my
heart and my portion for ever.’
That afternoon he added a brief
comment: “I preached this forenoon

from 1 Chronicles 17:16,17. Hope I
was enabled to speak with some liberty,
but found my own heart sadly
unaffected.” Little could he have
known that his own “sadly unaffected”
heart, like seed that falls to the ground
and dies, would bring forth fruit to
inspire and comfort millions of hearts
for generations to come. The hymn he
had written to accompany his sermon
was Amazing Grace, entitled “Faith’s
review and expectation” – encouraging
believers to review the Lord’s past
mercies to them and to reflect on their
expectation from Him for the future.
Newton’s sermon text (1 Chronicles
17:16,17) reads: “And David the king
came and sat before the Lord, and said,
Who am I, O Lord God, and what is
mine house, that thou hast brought me
hitherto? And yet this was a small thing
in thine eyes, O God; for thou hast also
spoken of thy servant’s house for a great
while to come, and hast regarded me
according to the estate of a man of high
degree, O Lord God.”
The whole of 1 Chronicles 17 draws on
the life of King David, and well
illustrates a consideration of the past,
the present and the future. David had
just brought the Ark of the Covenant
back to Jerusalem, and was embarrassed
that while he lived in a palace of cedar,
the Ark lay in a tent. He resolved to
build a fine temple for it, but the Lord
had His own plans about who was
doing the building and what sort of
house He had in mind.
As Newton explained in his sermon:
“He sent him a message by Nathan
assuring him that his son should build
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the house and that He Himself would
build David's house and establish his
kingdom. This filled his heart with
praise. My text is part of his
acknowledgement. Omitting David's
personal concerns, I would
accommodate them to our own use as a
proper subject for our meditations on
the entrance of a new year. They lead us
to a consideration of past mercies and
future hopes and intimate the frame of
mind which becomes us when we
contemplate what the Lord has done
for us.”
Newton’s hymn Amazing Grace is an
exposition and application of the whole
passage, e.g.:
Verse 7: I took you from the pasture,
from following the sheep.
Amazing grace … that saved a wretch
like me.
Verse 8: I have been with you wherever
you have gone and have cut off all your
enemies from before you.
Through many dangers, toils and
snares, I have already come.
Verse 9: I will appoint a place for my
people Israel and will plant them, that

“Little could he have known that his own
“sadly unaffected” heart would bring forth
fruit to inspire and comfort millions of
hearts for generations to come.”
they may dwell in their own place and be
disturbed no more.
Yes, when this flesh and heart shall fail/
And mortal life shall cease;/ I shall
possess, within the veil,/ A life of joy
and peace.
Verse 10: And I will subdue all your
enemies.
He will my shield and portion be.
Verse 16: Who am I, O Lord God...?
That saved a wretch like me!
Verse 16: ...that you have brought me
thus far?
'Tis grace has brought me safe thus far.

His word my hope secures.
Verse 26: you have promised this good
thing to your servant.
The Lord has promised good to me.
Verses 12, 14, 22, 23, 24, 27: – eight
repetitions of for ever.
But God, who called me here below,/
Will be forever mine.
One of the last entries in Newton’s
diary confirms how deeply rooted these
themes were in his own heart, echoing
his prayer in 1773 on the day Amazing
Grace was first sung.

Verse 17: You have also spoken... for a
great while to come.
As long as life endures.

15 Dec 1801: “And oh, grant, that
while I can speak at all, Thy Name,
love, grace and faithfulness may be my
theme!”

Verse 23: And now, O Lord, let the word
that you have spoken concerning your
servant ... be established forever, and do
as you have spoken.

Marylynn Rouse is a scholar working
with the John Newton Project. See
Newton’s sermon for Amazing Grace at
www.johnnewton.org
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Weasel words
Why ‘pro-choice’ advocates change the language

I

’ve been reading a lot about the
debate between the pro-choice and
pro-life positions on abortion, and
the rights and ethics behind each issue.
What has become overly apparent to
me in my reading is this: ideas have
consequences and words have the
power to bless or destroy. What we
believe about reality matters. Language,
and how we use it, is important.
Ever wondered why the abortion rights
movement adopted the term “prochoice”? It’s a deliberate attempt to shift
the public argument away from
“abortion” (which has become
somewhat of a dirty word), and towards
the language of choice: “a woman’s
right to choose”. It’s an attempt by prochoice advocates to take the moral high
ground in the debate, enabling them to
argue that those who disagree with
them are effectively against women’s
rights and for women’s oppression.
How dare you rob women of the right
to have control over their own bodies!
It’s an attractive logic. Or is it?

At this point it’s important to dig
deeper and ask: “Exactly what choice
are you talking about?” If it’s abortion,
the question that must be asked is: “Do
you think people should have the right
to choose to kill children?” Those who
oppose abortion are not opposing

“choice” in general. Rather, they’re
opposing one choice in particular – the
killing of innocent preborn human
beings. And by opposing a “woman’s
right to choose” abortion they are not
opposing a “right”, they are actually
opposing a “wrong”. The abortion
industry talks a lot about “the right to
choose” and “equal rights”, but it sadly
overlooks the victim’s right to choose.
In the case of abortion, the victim is the
preborn child.
Another way the pro-choice movement
makes abortion more palatable in the
public sphere is to sanitise the language
associated with it. They don’t talk about
the “baby”. They talk about the
“foetus”. Abortion terminates “the
pregnancy”, rather than kills “the
baby”. The bodily remains of an
aborted child are referred to as
“products of conception” or “clumps of
tissue”, rather than the perfectly formed
limbs and body parts that they are.
But here’s something you need to
know: all human life begins at
conception (fertilisation). This is not
simply a theological argument (Psalm
139:13-16; Jeremiah 1:5; Luke 1:4144); it’s scientific fact. Modern medical
science clearly knows that unborn
babies are human right from
conception when a new strand of DNA
is formed, distinct from both parents.
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Madeleine
Turner

All the DNA coding needed to build an
individual’s physical features is there in
the fertilized egg. At eight weeks, a
baby has all the necessary organs to
support life and can feel and respond
to pain.
While many pro-choice advocates
continue to be hoodwinked by the
“foetus” vs. “baby” distinction, a large
number concede that human life does
begin at conception. If human life
begins at conception, why are the rights
of the preborn child less valuable than
the rights of his or her parents? Why
does a human life only become real and
worthy of being protected if and when
another person values it? Because,
according to the modern secular
worldview, all human life is not equal.
When we remove God from the
picture, human life loses its sanctity,
value and purpose. When we reject our
Creator (Rom. 1:25), we become the
inventor of our own moral belief
system. There is no objective moral
truth. We become the gods of our own
worlds, justifying our own lethal power
over life and death. And it is this
chilling reality that lies at the heart of
the pro-choice argument: you are not a
human person if I don’t want you to be.
Madeleine Turner worships at Ashfield
Presbyterian Church, Sydney.
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Books
Fool’s Talk

The Atheist who didn’t Exist

Os Guinness

Andy Bannister

Downers Grove:
IVP, 2015

Monarch Books, 2015
Mark Powell

Peter Barnes
Os Guinness
gives the
impression that
he has read
every book in
the library. His
citations from
other authors
and his references to history and
literature make for a creative and
imaginative approach to apologetics,
where both head and heart are treated
with seriousness and with verve.
Guinness’ view of the modern problem
is similar to that of James Orr: “It is the
Christian view of things in general
which is attacked, and it is by an
exposition and vindication of the
Christian view of things as a whole that
the attack can most successfully be
met.” Being much influenced by the
work and witness of L’Abri Fellowship,
Guinness is comprehensive in his
outlook, interests, and abilities.
Guinness is flexible without being
watery. He speaks of the need for the
clenched fist and the open hand; and
for reason as well as affection, for
severity and for humour. The result is a
work to delight and inform the
Christian and to challenge and perhaps
convict the unbeliever. The most
significant criticism that might be made
is that Guinness is most helpful at
presenting a general Christian world
view and dismantling its numerous
alternatives. It was probably not in his
purview to undertake the task, but a
clear and lucid presentation of the
gospel at the end would have made a
compelling final chapter.
Peter Barnes is editor of AP
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If you have ever read
and enjoyed the
writings of Adrian
Plass then you are
sure to appreciate
this. Bannister has
written an extremely
humorous, respectful
and intelligent
critique of the socalled New Atheists –
namely, Richard Dawkins, Christopher
Hitchens, Daniel Dennett and Sam
Harris. Just consider some of the
chapter headings: “The Santa Delusion
(or: Why Faith in God Does Not Mean
You’re Insane.)” Or “Humpty Dumpty
and the Vegan (or: Why we Really Do
Need God to Be Good)”.
On almost every page there is a
footnote that contains a great joke or
funny anecdote. Bannister really does
have an ability to see the humour in
things. There is a serious and
intentional aspect to him adopting this
particular approach though. As
Bannister says in the Acknowledgments
section at the back, “When it comes to
the ‘God Debate’, I think we badly
need a fresh dose of humour and satire
amidst the ground-shaking thuds of
philosophical howitzers being fired
from entrenched positions on both
sides. Humour is powerful because it
can prick pomposity and puncture
delusions of self-importance.” Bannister
does this really well, but by the end of
the book it was starting to get a bit old
and it started to take away from the
power of his argument.
While Bannister holds a doctorate in
Islamic studies, he also has a great grasp
of philosophy. This comes through in

the book via the clarity of his argument
and the relevance of his illustrations
and analogies. Often the arguments
that sceptics level at biblical faith can at
first seem imposing but
Bannister does a brilliant
job at showing how hollow
they truly are.
What I appreciated most
about the book though was
the suggested recommended
reading list at the end of each
chapter. There were always a
number of books that I hadn’t
read or even heard of before
but I was always left thinking,
“Wow, that sounds interesting.
I’d really like to read that!”
If you are looking for something fun
but thought-provoking, this is a great
place to start.
Mark Powell is associate pastor at
Cornerstone Presbyterian Church, Sydney

Through the Christian Year
with Charles Wesley
Murray R. Adamthwaite
Wipf & Stock,
2016
Peter Barnes
This is a
devotional study
of 101 hymns
penned by
Charles Wesley,
and arranged
according to
the Christian
year. The
foreword by Alan Harley sets the tone
for what is a most instructive and
edifying treatment of an admittedly
small percentage of Wesley’s hymns –
although a number were new to me.
There are many worthwhile modern
hymns but the practice of using blank
verse requires the skills of a Milton, and
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few have that. Much could be gleaned
from the biblically-saturated poetry of
Wesley.
Part of Wesley’s prodigious output
includes verse renderings of 110 of the
150 Psalms. Not every line works well
e.g. “walk with our God, till we fly to
the skies”. Hark! The Herald Angels Sing
originally began “Hark how all the
welkin rings”. There is a line in another
hymn which is “Come, sinners, see
your Maker die” which was originally
“Come see, ye worms, your Maker die”.
The original has more impact, but it
mixes the archaic with the modern –
something not unknown today.
Words change their meaning, and
“prevalence” meant “prevailing” in the
18th century, while the line “Me Thy
bowels yearned to see” is another
indication of the need for change.
Some hymns require shortening for
congregational singing e.g. Rejoice,
rejoice, ye fallen race goes to 12 verses
while his paraphrase of Isaiah 53
contains 15 verses.
There are some surprising revelations.
John Wesley disliked his brother’s Jesus,
Lover of my soul, regarding it as “too
sentimental”. In the end, Charles
Wesley almost ranks with William
Cowper as a poet, and we do well to
know his hymns. They reveal the
“strangely warmed” Wesleyan heart:

My heart is full of Christ, and longs
Its glorious matter to declare!
Murray Adamthwaite is a good
companion and guide to enrich our
understanding of the great Methodist
poet.

Luther on the
Christian Life
Carl R. Trueman
Crossway, 2015.
Peter Barnes
Carl Trueman has
not really given us
another biography
of Martin Luther
so much as an
exploration of what his theology means
for the Christian life. Luther was a
startling character, and would not fit
easily into modern evangelicalism. He
was earthy (Katie was capable with her
home brew); highly sacramental (both
on baptism and the Lord’s Supper,
while confession was almost retained);
careful in his reforms yet at times
ferocious in his language (e.g. “I hate
Erasmus with all my heart”); more
centred on public worship than private
devotions; and one who came to reject
the preaching of grace before wrath in
certain versions of the modern “Jesus
plus nothing” approach.
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Start date: 22nd January, 2018
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Please see www.nvccs.nsw.edu.au website for more
information and details of how to apply.
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The result is stimulating and
confronting at times. In reading it, I
was reminded that I was teaching
Reformation Church History for over a
decade before I realised there were two
Johann Ecks.
Trueman has some delightful
expressions – one is his
description of Luther as
“someone not gifted in the
matter of understatement”.
Trueman does place the
Heidelberg Disputation in
1517, whereas it actually took
place in 1518. But this is a book
to read and be challenged by –
Trueman himself has a touch of
Luther about him. Finally, one
might point out that Katie
apparently never liked Lucas Cranach’s
many paintings of her, but Luther
could not complain about the one on
the cover of Trueman’s book.

Transgender
Vaughan Roberts,
The Good Book Company, 2016.
Peter Barnes
In gender, as in all of life, one thing
tends to lead to
another. After
capitulating to
the
homosexual
and lesbian
communities,
we are now
subject to
the demands
of an
aggressive
transgender
lobby.
President Obama may have achieved
little that was worthwhile, but he did
champion compulsory transgender
toilets in colleges and schools. Chaz
Bono, who identifies as the transgender
child of Sonny and Cher, has stated
that “There is a gender in your brain
and a gender in your body. For 99% of
people, those things are in alignment.
For transgender people, they’re
mismatched. That’s all it is.” O, that it
were that simple!
Transgender people are not intersex
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people whose genitals, chromosomes or
gonads suffer from a physical
ambiguity. Transgender people look one
way, but think in another. If left alone,
some 70 to 80% lose their feelings, and
adopt the gender orientation of their
bodies. Roberts suggests a Christian
response which is neither “Yuk” nor
“Yes” – but there is surely something
radically wrong with any affirmation of
the transgender lifestyle.
Lunacy cannot be dressed up as charity.
The American feminist Camille Paglia
said: “I consider myself neither gay nor
straight, neither male nor female, neither
human being nor animal.” Rachel
Dolezal was a civil rights activist who
identified as black when she was white.
Meanwhile a Norwegian woman has
crossed species and identified as a cat.
The world gets coercive on this issue.
Even Germaine Greer has been banned
from UK universities for “transphobia”.
Walt Heyer, who was a man, then a
woman, then a man again, has had the
same accusations hurled at him. We
would do well to listen to Dr Paul
McHugh of Johns Hopkins Hospital
who stopped doing sex-change surgery
for adults, as he came to see it as
collaborating with a mental disorder
rather than treating it. One does not
free a fish by placing it on land.
Roberts’ work is brief but an
introduction which clarifies the issues.

Can You
Change If
You’re
Gay?
David White
New Growth
Press,
2013.
Peter Barnes
In this little
booklet,
White
objects to those Christians who identify
themselves as “celibate gay Christians”
on the grounds that a person would not
identify himself as a “dry alcoholic
Christian”. Change through the work
of the Spirit is what the Christian faith
teaches. White points out that “The
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opposite of homosexuality isn’t
heterosexuality – it is holiness.”
Friends can help strugglers in that
regard. When he was at college, White,
who was still an unbeliever at that time,
worked as a waiter in Philadelphia, and
found himself among many
homosexual co-workers. Each one told
him: “If there was a pill that would
make me straight, I’d take it.” The
discrepancy between what the pro-gay
culture declared about being “gay and
proud” and the real people who inhabit
this planet struck White – these samesex attracted people longed to be free.
God does not leave us as we were; He
transforms His people, some slowly,
some more quickly. But we ought not
to be content with the corruption of
the status quo.

Let the Children Worship
Jason
Helopoulos
Christian
Focus, 2016
Chris Ashton
I understand
why parents
don’t want
children in
corporate
worship. Not
only do many think their child will
be better served and taught in
Sunday school, but as I look out
from the pulpit I frequently feel
compassion for the parents diligently
seeking to listen to a sermon, say
amen in their hearts and not just with
their lips, and sing in the spirit of
their Saviour’s love, faithfulness and
obedience, all the while coercing,
wrangling, guiding and loving their
kids. And that is to say nothing of my
dear wife, or of single parents, doing all
these things by themselves. How
tempting a Sunday school during
worship can be!
Jason Helopoulos’ new book Let the
Children Worship will not solve the
problems of noisy little sinners who
seem to need the bathroom four times
per service. But it will teach, bless and
encourage parents, pastors and

congregations as they seek to honour
God, let the covenant children worship,
and train them in the things of the Lord.
It is a perversion of the Bible’s teaching
on children and on the family, that we
need to argue for those who have
received the sign and seal of God’s grace
to be included in the most obvious,
earthly expression of the chief end of
man. The burden really should be on
those arguing exclusion, pedagogical
expediency, segregation, and the
splitting up of families as we glorify
God, but this is where we are.
After defining some terms, Helopoulos
advocates winsomely for families and
precious covenant children, gives us a
necessary corrective to such worldliness,
and outlines the “blessings and
benefits” of this Biblical understanding
of corporate worship.
These first four chapters are very good,
and I recommend them without
reservation to parents wanting to
think sensibly and seriously about
worship. I suspect, however, that
chapter five is where many parents
will first turn. It is one thing to be
convinced from Scripture on the
propriety of having our children with
us in the service, but believing it can
work is another matter altogether. This
chapter’s practical wisdom includes
ways to “treasure the Lord’s Day”,
“prepare appropriately”, “implement
family worship” and “stop worrying”!
Uniquely, in my reading on the topic,
there are a final couple of chapters
aimed at church leaders. One is positive
wisdom as they seek to encourage
Biblical worship, and the other is a
catalogue of unhelpful replacements
and objections. I pray that even these
21 short pages might bless pastors and
elders more than they could imagine,
and that the entire book might be used
under God to point children, their
parents, and their fellow worshippers to
the one who said “let the little children
come to me and do not hinder them.”
Chris Ashton is minister at Penshurst
Presbyterian Church, NSW.
These books are available at Reformers
Bookshop, phone: (02) 9564 3555
web: reformers.org.au
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I

t is obligatory to be a feminist these
days, but this has led to some bizarre
situations. Recently, Yassmin AbdelMagied declared on ABC television
(where else?) that Islam ranks as “the
most feminist religion”, while Sariya
Contractor has an oft-cited website
article on “The Prophet Muhammad’s
respect and love for women”.

In the aftermath of Ms Abdel-Magied’s
effort – which was the fruit of a taxpayerfunded tour of the Middle East and
Africa – 49 Muslim scholars demanded
an apology from the ABC for not
protecting her. “Milking the bull” has
become a profitable course of action
under modern Western law. Since
everybody is supposed to be a feminist,
what is the status of women in Islam,
the modern West, and in Christianity?
First, let us look at Miss Muslim. She
often wears a hijab, which is fine, but
in the Yemen a niqab is required and in
Afghanistan a burqa. These cover the
whole face which has the effect of
removing the woman from most of
society. I am not sure that ought to be
illegal, but it hardly seems to be
liberating in any sense.
Islam has a number of other beliefs
and practices attached to it which affect
women. Female genital mutilation is
common, and seems to be increasing,
across the Islamic world. In Saudi
Arabia, the centre of Sunni Islam,
women are not allowed to drive cars. In
Iran the Shia thought-police will tell a
woman not to talk to an unrelated man
in public, and to wipe lipstick from her
face. Child marriages are still allowed
since, after all, Mohammed himself
married Aisha when she was six and

the

Feminism’s
miss-takes
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consummated the marriage when she
was nine.
Many have suggested that the problem
with Islam is not the original religion but
the way it has been interpreted in Islamic
societies. However, the evidence points
the other way. Muslim men can have
up to four wives, although Muhammad
himself married at least 11 as well as
taking in a number of concubines
(Qur’an 4:3). The Qur’an tells Muslim
men with disobedient wives to “scourge
them” (Qur’an 4:34). The hadiths are
often debated – when convenient at
least – but there are many which teach
that Paradise will contain few women,
yet, confusingly, promises to some
Muslim men up to 70 beautiful virgins,
as well as luscious fruit, wine, and gold.
All in all, it does not seem that Miss
Muslim dwells in a feminist paradise.
What, then, about Miss Modern
Westerner? If feminism means anything
to the thoroughly modern Western
woman, it surely means the right to
behave as a man and to receive all the
supposed rights of a man. This has been
interpreted, in the first place, to mean
sexual freedom. If a man can sow his
wild oats and get away with it, so too
can a woman, armed with
contraception. If something goes
wrong, there is always abortion. C. S.
Lewis pointed out that promiscuity will
hurt both sexes but it will hurt women
more. Feminists are yet to wake up to
this fact. Many a modern Western
woman could do with being liberated
from liberation.
Finally, there is Miss Christian Believer.
She has the Word of God which tells
her men and women are different, and
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this is reflected in their differing
functions in life. Women are not meant
to rule the household or the church
(Eph. 5:21-24; 1 Tim. 2:11-12), but in
every other respect there is freedom
based on a right grasp of reality.
For married women, their first task is to
manage their households (1 Tim. 5:14).
The Bible also tells Miss Christian
Believer that sexual relations find their
meaning in a lifelong marriage with one
man (Gen.2:24; Heb.13:4). The demand
for sexual purity applies to both men
and women (Hosea 4:14); what is good
for the goose is good for the gander.
Women are equal to men in sin (Rom.
3:10-12), in worth (moral laws apply to
both sexes), and in redemption (Rom.
5:12-21). The ideal woman is not a
wallflower (cf. Prov. 31:10-31). Mary
made the better choice when she sat at
Jesus’ feet in order to take in His
teaching, while Martha busied herself
with household chores (Luke 10:38-42).
It has been much misused, but the
Christian “manifesto” is found in the
words of the apostle Paul: “There is
neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither
slave nor free, there is neither male nor
female, for you are all one in Christ
Jesus” (Galatians 3:28). Not in Islam
nor in secularism but in Christ do
women – as well as men – find all their
needs met: salvation, meaning,
coherence, freedom without chaos, and
order without oppression.

“Women are equal to men in sin (Rom. 3:10-12), in worth (moral
laws apply to both sexes), and in redemption (Rom. 5:12-21).”

